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Elevate your decking 
experience with our 
ultimate pedestal solution

Are you ready to take your decking to the next level? Look no further, because we have the 
ultimate pedestal solution that will make all your decking requirements a breeze. Whether you're 
a seasoned DIY enthusiast or a professional contractor, our innovative system is designed to 
simplify the process and elevate your outdoor space.

PACTIV is New Zealand owned & operated. We are proud of inspiring people to 
tie up with all the possibilities to enjoy their outdoor life. 

PACTIV pedestals are easy to adjust with height, which 
can raise the tiles or decking up to the level that you want. 
Meanwhile, our self-leveling adjustable head provides a 
self-adjustable angel from 0 to 5 degree, which allow tiles or 
decking to create a perfect flat surface even on rough ground. 
So laying a pavement or deck becomes a piece of cake by 
using PACTIV pedestal system.

The PACTIV Pedestal does not need to be adhered or grouted. 
Pipes and other service can be accommodated to the space 
between the tiles or decking and the substrate. When it 
rains, the water flows between the tiles or decking, onto the 
substrate and then unblocked onto drainage.

Simplicity at Its Best
We believe in making decking easy for everyone. Our pedestal 
system is incredibly user-friendly, ensuring that installation is 
a walk in the park. Say goodbye to complex setups and hello 
to a stress-free experience.

Versatility 
No matter the size or shape of your decking project, our 
solution can handle it all. It's adaptable and suitable for 
various decking materials, so you can let your creativity run 
wild.

Durability 
Your deck deserves the best, and our pedestal solution 
delivers just that. Crafted from high-quality materials, it 
ensures the longevity of your deck, even in challenging 
weather conditions.

Aesthetically Pleasing 
We understand the importance of a visually appealing deck. 
Our pedestal system offers a sleek and minimalistic look, 
leaving you with a stunning outdoor space that's the envy of 
the neighborhood.

Environmentally Friendly 
We're committed to sustainability. Our pedestal system is 
designed with eco-friendliness in mind, so you can enjoy 
your deck while knowing you're making a responsible choice.
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Experience the benefits of our innovative pedestal 
solution today and elevate your projects to new heights 
of efficiency and cost savings.

Elevate Efficiency,  
Elevate Savings, Discover 
the advantages of our 
pedestal solution

Height Versatility
Achieve heights ranging from 23 mm to 410 mm 
using only four versatile products. No need for an 
extensive inventory of different parts.

Self-Leveling Capability
Our pedestals come with self-leveling heads, 
accommodating slopes from 0 to 5%. Say goodbye 
to complicated adjustments.

Time and Labor Savings
Our products are delivered fully assembled, reducing 
installation time and labor costs. Get your project off 
the ground faster.

Noise and Slip Resistance
The pedestal head is coated with a 2 mm layer of 
anti-noise and anti-slip rubber, ensuring a safe and 
quiet deck surface.

Space-Efficient Storage
Minimize your warehouse space requirements with 
our compact pedestal system. Less clutter, more 
room for other materials.

Height Adjustment Convenience
Our pedestals include a height adjustment key for 
quick and easy alterations, giving you full control 
over your deck's elevation.

Anti-Unscrewing Safety
Built-in anti-unscrewing safety blocks provide extra 
stability and security, keeping your deck in place, 
even under heavy loads.

Reduced Transport Costs
Thanks to our pre-assembled product, transportation 
becomes more cost-effective. No need to worry 
about shipping bulky components; our system is 
ready to install upon arrival.
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Component
Discover the heart of our system with our Component page. Learn about the essential 
building blocks of our self-leveling adjustable pedestal system and how they come 
together to create a solid foundation for your projects.

PACTIV Self-Leveling 
Adjustable Pedestal Products
Elevate your projects with precision: explore our range 
of PACTIV self-leveling adjustable pedestal products. 
Discover how these innovative solutions provide the perfect 
foundation for a level and stable outdoor space.

Self-Leveling connector

Self-Leveling connector

Green Yellow Red Black

Self-leveling for aluminum joist Self-leveling for wood joist

Base

Adjustment key

Integrated extension

Fix Collar

Self-Leveling head

Self-Leveling Adjustable Pedestal

Colour options Customized color options are also available to ensure our pedestal 
products seamlessly blend with your unique design vision.
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Spacer tabs
Explore the versatility of our Spacer tabs. These small but crucial components play a big 
role in fine-tuning your deck's alignment and ensuring a flawless finish. Learn how to use 
them effectively on this page.

Height range
Dive into the Height range page to understand the incredible flexibility our system offers. 
From the lowest to the highest elevations, we've got your project covered. Learn about the 
extensive height options and how they can benefit your design.

2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm

23-33mm
33-68mm

67-157mm

154-405mm

272-595mm

392-785mm

520-975mm

MODULE HEIGHT RANGE ACCESSORY PACKAGE

PCS/BOX BOX SIZE(cm) PCS/20GP

MB-SL0-A 23-33mm
2mm/3mm/4mm/ 5mm/

thickness spacer tabs

126 pcs/ctn 36x36x24

28000

60 pcs/ctn 57x38x21

MB-SL0-B 33-68mm
2mm/3mm/4mm/ 5mm/

thickness spacer tabs

126 pcs/ctn 36x36x24

20000

40 pcs/ctn 38x31x38

MB-SL0-C 67-157mm
2mm/3mm/4mm/ 5mm/

thickness spacer tabs

126 pcs/ctn 36x36x24

10500

24 pcs/ctn 41x38x38

MB-SL0-D 154-405mm
2mm/3mm/4mm/ 5mm/

thickness spacer tabs

126 pcs/ctn 36x36x24

5300

18 pcs/ctn 54x54x31

MB-SL1 272-595mm

2mm/3mm/4mm/ 5mm/
thickness spacer tabs

126 pcs/ctn 36x36x24

340018 pcs/ctn 54x54x31

220mm Extender 45 pcs/ctn 66x49x41

MB-SL2 392-785mm

2mm/3mm/4mm/ 5mm/
thickness spacer tabs

126 pcs/ctn 36x36x24

250018 pcs/ctn 54x54x31

220mm Extender 45 pcs/ctn 66x49x41

MB-SL3 520-975mm 

2mm/3mm/4mm/ 5mm/
thickness spacer tabs

126 pcs/ctn 36x36x24

200018 pcs/ctn 54x54x31

220mm Extender 24 pcs/ctn 41x38x38
MB-SL3MB-SL2MB-SL1MB-SL0-DMB-SL0-CMB-SL0-BMB-SL0-A
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Connecting rod
Get to know the Connecting rod, a key element in the stability and structural integrity 
of your deck. Learn how this component facilitates the connection between pedestals, 
ensuring a secure and reliable base for your outdoor space.

Autokinetic Self-Leveling
Experience the magic of Autokinetic Self-Leveling on this page. Discover how our 
innovative technology adapts to varying slopes (0 to 5%) with ease, ensuring a perfectly 
level deck surface every time.

When the support reaches 800mm 
or more, the connecting rod makes 
the support more fixed. The K type 
is directly stuck on the K-fix collar. 
The SL type self-leveling needs to 
be matched with a big fix collar.

Self-leveling head Ø 115 mm with anti-noise and 
anti-slip rubber.

Allowing to get a perfect flat pavement even on 
rough ground.

By using adjustment key, you can 
level the terrace without moving the 
tiles from the top of pedestal, it is 
fast and easy, save time and labor.

Just insert the adjustment key in the 
cross of the head and turn it slowly, 
then you can get a leveling surface.

Short connecting rod
(340-500mm suitable for 480-610mm tiles)

Long connecting rod
(500-750mm suitable for 640-910mm tiles)

Big fix collar

0-5%

Strength (A maximum loading of 1000kg)
A maximum loading of 1000kg can be carried by per PACTIV pedestal. (Please Note: PACTIV Pedestal 
system is not designed for moving vehicles; Heavy Loads should be considered when designing and 
specifying the waterproofing system)
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No smell TPR base pad 
(noise reduction)

Flat base rubber pad 
(noise reduction)

Top lock wind resistant washer with screw(M4*50)

Wall side soft perimeter spacer

Wall side steel clip buffer
(steel clips for against the wall)

Side closure top steel clip 01 
(noise reduction)

Side closure top steel clip 02 
(noise reduction)

Fibre-glass grating panels
600x600x25mm

Grating panel locating block (36*36*15mm) with 
screw(M4*35mm)

Grating panel locating block(43*43*15mm) with 
screw(M4*35mm)

Paving edging 
2.5m/pc, 20mmx50mm

PACTIV spike
for soft land 2mm thickness galvanized steel,  
380mm height with 4 screw (M4*12MM)

Galvanized steel safety plate
600x600x2mm, size customized

Adjustment key

Transparent Plastic Tile Spacers 
Spacer tabs thickness: 4mm  /  diameter: 64mm  /  Material: HIPS

Big fix collar

Connecting Rod
short rod: 480-610mm tiles  /  long rod: 640-910mm tile

10mm stackable rubber pedestal
150x150x10mm, 3x6mm spacer tab

14mm stackable rubber pedestal
150x150x14mm, 3x6mm spacer tab

Shim for rubber pedestal
150x150x1.5mm

3.5mm tile spacer pad

MB-FP-01
12.5mm fixed height pedestal (with 2mm or 3.5mm spacer tabs)

MB-FP-02
16mm fixed height pedestal (with 3.5mm spacer tab)

Rubber shim for 16mm stackable pedestal

Accessory
Elevate your deck with our range of Accessories. Explore the finishing touches that can 
enhance the functionality and aesthetics of your outdoor space. From drainage solutions 
to protective caps, find the perfect accessories to complete your project.
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Calculation
Our easy-to-use pedestal quantity calculation tool simplifies the planning 
process, helping you determine the precise number of pedestals needed 
for your project with precision and ease.

Warranty
PACTIV Pedestals come with an extensive 20-year warranty, providing you with long-lasting 
peace of mind for your decking projects. Additionally, our dedicated customer support team is 
always here to assist you, ensuring your satisfaction throughout the warranty period.

For a comprehensive breakdown of our warranty terms and conditions, kindly visit our website.

Pedestal qty Calculation

Tile size pcs/sqm

600x600mm 2.8 pcs

500x500mm 4 pcs

400x400mm 6.3 pcs

Pedestal qty Calculation

Installation distance pcs/sqm

300x300mm 11 pcs

400x400mm 6 pcs

450x450mm 5 pcs

400x400mm 4 pcs

We recommend purchasing an additional 10% 
of the total quantity as a prudent measure.

Tile

Timber

Slope compensation detail using 
self-leveling pedestal with tiles.

Slope compensation detail using self-leveling pedestal 
with wooden joist for laying wooden planks.

0-5%

0-5%
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M   +64 21 288 6090 
T   +64 9 558 3060
E   alancheng@pactiv.co.nz
W  www.pactiv.co.nz

Join countless satisfied customers 
who have already transformed 
their decking experience with our 
ultimate pedestal solution. Elevate 
your outdoor space, simplify your 
project, and make your deck the 
ultimate destination for relaxation 
and entertainment.

Ready to get started?

Contact us today and discover how 
our pedestal solution can make your 
decking dreams a reality.


